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Abstract 
Ail part of a project at Telia (Ek, Ellsberger and Wiles 1993), a method for test generation has 
been developed and implemented in a tool acting as a link between the SDT and ITEX (TeleL
ogic 1993) toolsets. The purpose ofthe method is to provide tool supported generation oftest 
cases for behaviour tests from SDL specifications (CCITT 1988). The method prevents a test 
suite designer from creating test cases that are not consistent with the corresponding SDL 
specification. This paper gives a description of the method together with a description of the 
tool (STED). Also some experiences from the application of the method on the GSM Data Link 
protocol LAPDm are reported. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

A common approach to automatic test case generation from formal specifications 
is to first generate the complete set oftest cases for a given implementation rela
tion. Test selection is then performed on this set of test cases given certain test 
selection criterias, e.g. cost and value of the final test suite (Brinksma, Tretmans 
and Verhaard 1991). The problem with this approach is that the behaviour 
defined by the specification is typically very large, often infinite, which causes 
problems during the calculation of the behaviour and the subsequent test selec
tion. Examples of this approach can be found in (Wezeman 1989; Cavalli, Kim and 
Hiong 1992).1 

A different approach, more aligned with (IS0-9646 1991), is to perform the test 
selection prior the generation of test cases. A representation of the selected test 
purposes are then used as input to the method in order to generate only the test 
cases that will be part of the final test suite. Examples of this approach can be 
found in (van de Burgt, Kroon and Peeters 1991; Grabowski, Hogrefe and Nahm 
1993). 

In this paper we present the latter approach applied to SDL specifications. The 
test purposes are expresses as sequences of events and the tests are expressed in 
TTCN,(IS0-96461991). How to perform test selection, i.e. identification ofthe test 
purposes, is out of scope of the method. Within a project at Telia (Ek, Ells berger 

1. A comprehensive overview and comparison of different test generation techniques can be found 
in (FMCT 1994). 
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and Wiles 1993), the method has been implemented in a tool (STED), integrated 
as a link between the SDT and ITEX tool sets (TeleLogic 1993). The STED tool 
was used in a case study to derive tests for the GSM Data Link protocol. Com
pared to other existing methods, the method presented in this paper imposes very 
small restrictions on the specifications from which tests are generated. 

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 gives a description of the 
method and section 3 gives an overview of the STED tool. In section 4 we report on 
the experiences from using the tool on the GSM Data Link protocol specification. 
Finally in section 5 we draw some conclusions. 

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD 

The method supports the test designer by preventing him from creating test cases 
that are not consistent with the behaviour of the corresponding requirements 
specification. Input to the method is an SDL specification of the IUT together with 
the selected test purposes, and the output is TTCN declarations (PCO, ASP and 
type declarations) and a set ofTTCN test cases. The different steps of the method 
are illustrated in fig. 1. 

LO Test Purpose I 

SDL L__( Calcu~ation of 1-------~ 
Specification I\ behaVIour 

Figure 1. An overview of the method. 
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2.1 SDL Specifications 

The SDL specifications used as input to the method must reflect the test method 
for which tests will be generated, i.e. the PCOs must correspond to channels con
nected to the environment in the SDL specification, and the signals conveyed by 
such channels must correspond to ASPs (or PDUs). For example, an SDL specifi
cation of the Inres protocol (FMCT 1994) is depicted in fig. 2. 

System lnres 1(1) 

ISAPl I 
I I 

I ISAP2 
lniStation ResStation 

[:5fs~:d'nr'] [•coN...,.] I l[•coN~•P"] D~~~:~·J IDATraq IDISreq 

[MDATind] [MDATlnd] 

MSAPl MSAP2 

[MDATnoq] [MDAT ... ] 

I 
Medium 

I 

Figure 2. SDL specification of the Inres protocol. 

If this specification is to be used for the generation of tests for the local test 
method where the IUT is the Initiator side, then the SDL specification has to be 
changed such that the channels ISAPl and MSAP2 corresponds to PCOs and the 
block IniStation and the block Medium corresponds to the SUT. This is accom
plished by simply removing the block ResStation and connecting the channel 
MSAP2 to the environment, as depicted in fig. 3. 

System lnre.• 1(1) 

ISAPI I 
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lniStation 

[:5?s~:;nr.J [•coN...,"] I IDATraq 

[MDATind] 

MSAPl 

[MDATreq] 

I 
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l[•coN~•P"] [t~~r::~'] mts..,... 

Figure 3. SDL specification of the Inres protocol used for the generation of tests 
for the Initiator side. 
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The data types of the parameters of signals conveyed by channels connected to the 
environment, i.e. the ASPs or PDUs, is mapped to ASN.1 type declarations in the 
test suite. Therefore, only the following SDL data types are allowed in signal dec
larations of signals corresponding to ASPs or PDUs: 

• Boolean 
• Integer 
• Charstring 
• Enumerated types 
• syntypes of Boolean, Integer and Charstring 
• structured type declarations using Struct 
• Arrays, where the elements are of any ofthe types above 

For all other data type declarations in the SDL specification, no restrictions apply. 

2.2 Test Purposes 

According to (IS0-9646 1991) a test purpose is the starting point for the creation 
of test cases, and a test purpose is given as a short informal description of the 
intention of a test case. In general, test purposes are given in terms of some func
tionality of the related functionality, for example "Test connection establishment" 
etc. 

In our approach, a test purpose is given as the sequence of events ("Test Purpose 
(TP) event sequence" (van de Burgt, Kroon and Peeters, 1991)) that constitutes 
some functionality of the related specification. For example, a TP event sequence 
for the connection establishment of the Inres protocol in fig. 3 can be given as: 

Send ICONreq from UT 
Receive MDATind(CR, 0, 0) at LT 
Send MDATreq(CC, 0, 0) from LT 
Receive ICONconf at UT 

This TP event sequence can then be formalised using an MSC, as depicted in fig. 
4. 

MSC ConnEstablish 

(. cc,o,o .)j 

[ (. cc.o.o .) J 

Figure 4. A TP event sequence formalised using an MSC. 
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Since the SDL specification contains the SUT, the TP event sequence is the 
sequence of events that take place in the environment (ENV) of the SDL specifica
tion. Using the tool SDT, MSCs can be automatically generated during a simula
tion of the SDL specification. 

2.3 Derivation of TTCN Test Cases 

A TP event sequence describes the sequence of events (trace) that should lead to a 
PASS verdict in the corresponding test case. What has to be added to the TP event 
sequence in order to be a complete test case is the additional traces that should 
lead to INCONCLUSIVE verdicts. These traces are calculated given the TP event 
sequence as input. For example, the traces of the Inres protocol (fig. 3) given the 
TP event sequence of fig. 4 as input is as depicted in fig. 5. 

INCONC INCONC PASS 

Figure 5. The behaviour of the Inres protocol related to the test purpose of fig. 
4. Only the externally observable events are shown. 

TTCN test cases are then derived from the calculated behaviour. This translation 
is straightforward, input events are mapped to TTCN output events and output 
events are mapped to TTCN input events. PCO references are derived from the 
channel specifications in the SDL specification. Constraint references are derived 
from the values of the SDL signal parameters. The TTCN input constraints are 
given in the TP event sequence, and the TTCN output constraints are calculated 
when calculating the traces. 

Traces in the test case that should lead to a FAIL verdict are handled by default 
test steps PCOn ?OTHERWISE FAIL introduced in the final TTCN test suite .In 
this way the semantics of the verdicts in the derived TTCN test cases is: 

PASS The behaviour of the implementation matches the TP event 
sequence. 

INCONC The behaviour of the implementation does not match the TP 
event sequence, but is part of the set of traces of the SDL speci
fication. 
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FAIL The behaviour of the implementation is not part of the set of 
traces of the SDL specification. 

Hence, when a FAIL verdict is given for an implementation, the implementation 
is not trace equivalent with the specification. 

2.4 Derivation of TI'CN Declarations 

The derivation ofTTCN declarations is based on the declarations in the SDL spec
ification. The following table shows how the derivation is performed: 

sm. l:11<N N2k 
Channel connected to the PCO declaration The PCO role is not derived 
environment 

Signal type declaration of ASP declaration If a signal type should be 
signals conveyed by chan- mapped to an ASP or PDU 
nels connected to the envi- declaration cannot be deter-
ronment mined based only on the 

information in the SDL 
specification 

Type declarations ofparam- ASN.l type declarations 
eters of signals correspond-
ingtoASPs: 

Boolean Boolean 

Integer Integer 

Character IA5String 

Charstring IA5String 

Enumerated types Enumeration 

structured type declara- Sequence 
tions using Struct 

Arrays Sequence Of 

Values of parameters ofsig- Constraint declarations 
nals conveyed by channels 
connected to the environ-
ment 

3 TOOL SUPPORT 

The method has been implemented in a tool STED (SDL-based TTCN Editor) 
which establishes a link between the SDT (SDL) and ITEX (TTCN) tools, offering 
an integrated SDL-TTCN environment. 

The ITEX tool contains a tabular test case editor that supports the graphical 
TTCN notation (fig. 6). When linked to the STED tool, the editing can be per
formed in two modes: Unsynchronised or Synchronised. In the unsynchronised 
mode the editor works as a conventional TTCN editor. When in synchronised 
mode the editor provides the user with knowledge about the behaviour of the cor
responding SDL specification. This is accomplished in the following way: 
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The user can add a TTCN Send statement to the test case. This is a manual 
step where the user defines the constraint to be associated with the send 
statement. Then, by issuing a "Receive" command, the editor automatically 
generates all valid responses from the SUT and adds them as TTCN Receive 
statements to the test case. Also the constraint references and the verdicts 
(PASS or INCONC) to the receive statements are automatically generated. 
Also constraint declarations are automatically generated each time a new 
constraint is referenced. 

THICueN- : TCIII OI 
Grwup : BCJNCSIBCSNI 
Purpue : To verify that the IUT CM iritiale 1111 outgoino cal on a ctctit capable of bothway operation ..men the 

controlilg SP b the IUT 
Derlllll : ~OtherEventlslklexpected 

-~~~~~-R,.~N_D_----------- L"_··:·--'"'' .'''-' 
__ ~~!~S_f!'~.,R_E_~ ________ _ _ 
_ _ _ ~~..,R~~~~~~}_D_N_E _______ _ 
_ _ _ _ ~'!~S_f!'~.,R_E_~- ______ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ ~~~..,_C_O_N_N_E0lY!'Y _____ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _!J!~~~~~..,_R_E~ _______ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~~T~~~-R .. ~N_D ____ _ 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~'!~S!~~.,R_E_Q_ ___ _ 
•Check_CIRCUIT_IDLE 

Detded Clnneals : ccm Q.784 Reference (TTCN Version~ ISUPB20101 
SUBTITLE: lAM sent by controlilg SP 
REFERENCE: 300 121(1t767) 5e<lion 02.1 

Figure 6. The user interface to the ITEX test case editor. 

Finally, by issuing a "Generate declarations" command, the PCO, ASP and type 
declarations are generated and included in the test suite. 

The STED tool also offers the user access to the SDL specification via the SDT 
tool. For example, by selecting a line in the test case it is possible to "pop up" an 
SDL editor with the SDL symbols corresponding to the selected test case line 
highlighted. It is also possible to access e.g. variable values, signal queues etc. of 
the corresponding SDL system. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 

The STED tool was used to produce a TTCN test suite for the GSM Data Link pro
tocol LAPDm. The SDL specification of LAPDm consists of approximately 450 
pages of SDL diagrams. The English language test purposes for the test cases was 
taken from an existing test suite for the same protocol and expressed as MSCs. 
The test cases produced using STED was compared with the corresponding manu
ally produced test cases. In a few cases errors were found in the manually pro
duced test cases. 

The estimated time savings (in percent) when producing a test suite using STED 
compared to manual production, was found to be: 

Static declarations 80% 
Constraints 50% 
Behaviour 50% 

In general, the cost of abstract test suite production should be reduced by at least 
40% when using STED. Note however that this estimation does not take the cost 
of producing an SDL specification into account. An SDL specification will probably 
not be developed only to be used as a basis for test generation. An SDL specifica
tion is also used for automatic validation, as a basis for implementation etc. 

Since the user of the STED tool is working in a TTCN environment, no expert 
knowledge of SDL is required. This, together with that the tool includes protocol 
knowledge directly available to the user, means that the education time can be 
kept to a minimum. 
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